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The spotlighton children'spe!fcJlmances
as witnesses once on the stand has obscUied
the issue of whether they are able to qualify
to take the stand.. Most COUItS require that a
witness must first take the oath in order to
testify. In its simplest form, an oath is a
promise to tell the truth Taking the oath
presupposes that one understands what it
means to tell the truth, and that one appreci
ates one's obligation to tell the truth when
promising to do so. If a young child does not
understand the difference between the truth
and lies or fails to appreciate the obligation to
tell the truth, he or she may be found incom
petent and not allowed to testify .. In some
jurisdictions, a finding oftestimonial incom
petence may even render inadmissible the
child' s out-of~court statements, which might
otherwise be admitted under an exception
to the IUle against hearsay (e.. g.. , Oldsen v..

APSAC has launched a drive to achieve
its founders' dr'earn: to build an organization
of 10,000 members by the end of the century
In the first eightyears ofAPSAC's existence,
we have attracted 5,200 members. Led by
Membership Committee Chair and President
ElectDeborahDaro,DSW, APSAC has made
acommitment to realize thefounders' dr'earns
by doubling that number in the next four
years ..

Those working in this field need an
increasingly powerful professional organi
zation to addr'ess concerns about poorprofes
sional practice, the dismantling of CAPTA,
the backlash, and the impact of managed
car·e. Yet the vast majority ofprofessionals in
child maltreatment have never heard of
APSAC or, having heard, have not been
persuaded tojoin.

Every memberofAPSAC plays a role in
building the organization.. Indeed, if every
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Colorado, 1987)..

The impOItance ofyoung children's un
derstanding ofthe oath has often been under
estimated. Legal commentators fiequently
note that many states have relaxed their com
petence requirements, allowing anyone to
testify. These requirements, however, typi
cally concern the ability to accurately per
ceive, remember, and report events, not the
ability to understand the oath For example,
the Federal Rules oj Evidence, which have
served as a model for many states' codes of
evidence, state that any person may testify,
but maintain the requirement that any person
who testifies must take the oath (Federal
Rules ofEvidence, Rules 601, 603). Judges
routinely allow questioning ofchildwitnesses
to ensure that they understand what the oath
entails.

continued on page 3

member of APSAC renewed his or her own
membership and persuadedjust one friend to
join this year', we would reach our goal of
10,000 members in 1996! More than 50% of
APSAC's members ar'e recruited by word of
mouth As a memberofthe organization who
is committed to its work, you can be uncom
monly persuasive..

Why should professionals in the field of
child abuse and neglect join APSAC? The
single most important reason to join is that
professionals in this field have a moral obli
gation to be fluniliar with the latest knowl··
edge available to guide practice. APSAC is
the most direct, least expensive, and most
reliable sour'ce of that knowledge.. Through
the APSAC Advisor; the new journal Child
Maltreatment, guidelines for practice, fact
sheets, position papers, the APSAC Hand
book, APSAC Study Guides, referrals,

continued on next page
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Some psychologists have ctiticized the
practice ofasking children abouttheir undet
standing of the oath on the grounds that there
is no relationship between understanding and
truth-telling; however, they may be asking
more of the competence evaluation than it
was intended to deliver. The competence
questions are not designed to assess the like
lihood that a child is suggestible or prone to
lie .. Rather, they determine whether the child
is qualified to promise to tell the truth; that is,
that he or she knows the difference between
truth and lies and appreciates his or her obli
gation to tell the truth.

The law does assume
that a promise to tell the
truth has an effect on the
witness. Psychologistshave
been surprisingly unin
terested in determining
whether promising to tell
the truth increases the like··
lihood that children will do
so. However, someresearch
has found that children will
steadfastly keep theirprom-
ises to conceal the truth, suggesting that they
view a promise as a solemn commitment
(peters, 1990).. Anecdotally, "but you prom
ised" appears to be well understood by young
children as a compelling argument for com
pliance.

This requirement-that a child must
understand the difference between truth and
lies as well as the obligation to tell the truth
thus continues to be important for those pre··
paring young chilchen to testify.. Since a
child's testimony tends to be a pivotal ele
ment of most sexual abuse cases, a failure to
qualify thechild to testify may havedevastat
ing consequences. Questions asked of the
child should be as cognizant of the child's
true understanding as possible, without ex
aggerating the competence of the child.

Our research

Karen.J Saywitz and I have spent the
past year investigating the best means by
which to assess young children's understand
ing of the oath Our goals are both to pre
scribe guidelines for questioning children,
and to describe the likelihood that children at
various ages (of various backgrounds) will

exhibit competence Previous research has
suggested that at about four years of age,
children understand the basic difference be
tween the truth and lies (that truth corre
sponds to reality, while lies do not), and are
aware that it is immoral (i .e., "bad") to lie
(Bussey, 1992). Such research has neglected
the issue of how children's understanding is
assessed, however. This oversight limits the
practical value ofsuch research for practitio
ners who want to know how to question
chilchen about their understanding Further,
such research has not examined the compe
tence of children actually appearing in court,

which limits the utility of
such research for policy
makers who want to know
how likely it is that chil
dren of different ages are
competent to testifY. Our
research has addr essed
these limitations by explic
itly comparing different
means by which compe
tence can beevaluatedwith
samples of abused and ne

glected children appearing in child depen
dency proceedings .. The purpose of this ar
tiele is to acquaint readers with some of oUI
research findings, in the hopes that the prac
tice of questioning young children might be
improved.

The difference between the truth and lies

The first requirement in qualifYing a
child as competent to take the oath is that the
child must understand the difference between
telling the truth and telling a lie It is suffi
cient that the child understands that truth
telling consists of telling "what really hap
pened." Distinctions between lies and other
types of statements, such as jokes (requiring
consideration of the speaker's intent) or mis
takes (requiring consideration ofthespeaker' s
knowledge), are unnecessary, because a
witness's obligation is to speak the truth, and
to avoid lies, jokes, and mistakes

A number ofdifferentmeans can be used
to assess a child's understanding of the dif~

ference between the truth and lies: The child
can be asked to explain the difference be
tween the truth and lies (the difference task);

continued on next page
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to explain what it means to tell the ttuth ot to
tell a lie (the definition task); or to identify
statements as either the ttuth ot lies (the
identification task). All of these approaches
have been used in actual competence evalu
ations, and all have been recommended by
legal commentatots advising attorneys on
how to qualify childten (Toth & Whalen,
1986; Whitcomb, 1992). Howevet, the rela
tive difficulty of each approach is usually
ignored

Based on the proposition that children
probably understand more than they can ex
plain, we predicted that the identification
task would bemore attuned
to their understanding than
the definition task or the
difference task. We gave
versions of each task to 96
four- to seven-yem-old
children who were appem
ing independency proceed
ings in Los Angeles
County.

The participants were
a group of children who
have not ttaditionally been
tested by developmental psychologists .. Most
of the children had been removed from the
custody of their parents within the past 72
hours, and were awaiting their first court
appemance. The rest of the children had been
in court before, and many had been in several
different placements while under the juris
diction of the COUlt Allegations of sexual
abuse had been made in 7% of the cases,
physical abuse allegations in approximately
one-third, and allegations of a failme to pro
vide (e.g .. , lack of food, shelter, clothing) in
almost 90%. The vast majority of cases in
cluded evidence ofpmental substance abuse.
The ethnicities of the pmticipants were cho
sen to approximate those ofthe entire popu
lation of dependent children under the juris
diction of the Los Angeles County depen
dency COUlt: almosthalfwere African-Ameri
can, approximately a qumter were Cauca
sian, and a qumter were Latino .. To evaluate
the children's verbal skills, we adntinistered
the PPVT-R, a test of receptive vocabulary
highly Cotrelated with tests of verbal intelli
gence. Almost half of the children scored

below 70 (scaled score), which would put
them in the retmded range. The average child
in our sample was a year and ahalf behind the
nationwide notm

Despite our pmticipants' verbal delays.
and stressful life situations, they performed
exttemely well on the identification task, in
which they identified tmthful statements and
lies as such The five-yem-olds answered
over 80% of the questions conectly, and the
six- and seven-yem·-olds each answered over
90% cotrectly .We gave children fom trials,
so that there would be only a 6% chance that
a child would answer four of four identifica-

tion trials conectly .. More
than half of the five-yem-
olds answered four of fom
cotrectly, and over 80% of
the six- and seven-yem-
olds did so Clemly, a ma-
jority ofoursample showed
a good understanding of
the difference between the
ttuth and lies by five years
ofage. Theperfotmanceof
the four-yem-olds, how-
ever, was less impressive, •
and is discussed below.

As we predicted, pmticipants appeared
much less competent ifjudged by their per-·
fOImance on the definition and difference
tasks. We were very liberal in scoring
children's definition taskpetfOImance-giv
ing them full credit ifthey could define either
"ttuth" or "lie." Nevertheless, it was not until
seven yems of age that a majority ofchildren
could do so (and then only slightly more than
half) On the difference task, in which chil
dren were asked to explain the difference
between the ttuth and lies, not even a major
ity of seven-year-olds performed welL We
found that the youngest children in om study
(four-yem~olds) had difficulty even in iden
tifying objects as "different" or "the same,"
which would obviously impair their ability to
explain the "difference" between two con
cepts

The way in which the competence ques
tions me asked has a substantial effect on a •
child's apparent understanding Five- and
six-yem-olds appeared incompetent when

continued On next page
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asked to define 01 explain the difference
between the truth and lies, but competent
when asked to merely identify truthful state
ments and lies as such Overall, of those
children who were proficient at identifica
tion (answering four of four questions cor
rectly), 70% were unable to explain the dif~

ference between truth and lies, and 60% were
unable to define either "truth" or "lie" If
something akin to the identification task is
not used, a significant number of children
may be found incompetent to testify who are
well aware of what it means to tell a lie

Although the four -year-olds showed a
similar pattern of finding the identification
task the easiest, their perfOimance even on
that task was uneven. Thirty percent an
swered four of four identification trials cor
rectly, thus showing a good understanding of
the difference between
truth and lies .. As a group,
however, the four-year
olds exhibited a curious
(and unpredicted) pattern
of results: they were ex
tremely good at identify
ing truthful statements as
such, but were no better
than chance at identifying
lies as lies. Four-year-olds
appeared to be avoiding
calling statements made by
the experimenter "lies"
This result seemed analo
gous to another curious
finding: of those children
who responded that they
knew the definition of one
word butnottheother(truth
or lie), virtually all claimed to know the
meaning of "truth" but not the meaning of
"lie" We suspected that children might un··
derstand what it means to tell a truth and tell
a lie, but be reluctant to talk about lies (or
even to identify statements as lies), because
of their awar·eness of the negative conse·
quences oflying. Ironically, children's tear
oflying mightmake them appear less compe
tent than they really ar·e..

In a second study (with 96 four- and
five-year-old abused and neglectedchildren),
wefollowed up on some ofthefindings ofthe

first study, and refined a technique for testing
children's ability to identify truthful state
ments and lies as such. In the new task, in
which two fictional child char·acters make
true and false statements about an object, we
hoped to reduce the motivational difficulties
faced by children when asked about truth
telling and lying.. One ofthe fictional charac
ters lies, and the child merely has to identify
which character does so A participant there
fore need not identify the experimenter as a
liar, and denying that a lie has been told at all
is not an option.. Moreover, the task allowed
us to visually depict truth-telling and lying
tluough the use of talk bubbles, which re
duced the memOlY demands of the task

We found that the four-year -olds no
longer had greater difficulty in identifying
lies than in identifying truthful statements,

and as a group, they per
formed above chance on
the new identification task
However, only a third an
swered six of six identifi
cation trials correctly Sev
enty percent of the five
year-olds did so, leading
us to conclude that five
year -olds as a group show
good under standing of the
meaning of truth and lies

Not surprisingly,
children with less chaotic
backgrounds and with
more advanced verbal
skills exhibit even earlier
understanding on this task.
We tested a group ofthree

and four-year·-olds flom a university pre
school who averaged in the 80th percentile of
receptive vocabulary, and found that three
year-olds perfOimed well above chance, and
mostfour-year-olds answered every trial COl
rectly

Ihe obligation to tell the truth

The courts have typically tested
children's understanding of their obligation
to tell the truth by assessing their understand
ing that lying is immoraL A child does not
have to demonstr·ate an understanding of the
potential for prosecution fOi perjury (which

continued on next page
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in the case of child witnesses is virtually nil)
ifthe child understands that it is wrong to lie
and that punishment might follow (Myers,
1992)

As noted earlier, research on samples of
nonabused children has found that they have
a good understanding of the wrongfulness of
lying by four years of age (Bussey, 1992) In
the two studies just described, we assessed
young abused and neglected children's un
derstanding, using procedures that we be
lieved would be most sensitive to compe
tence _In the first study we told stories to the
palticipants in which fictional children either
lied or told the truth to dif-
ferent authori ty figur es
(e _g _, a judge, a doctor, a
social worker, the
character's grandmother)
We then asked children to
evaluate whether the chal
acters who lied were
"good" or "bad" and
whether the authorities' re
action would be either "happy" or "mad"
Note that children were not asked to explain
the immorality of lying or the reactions of
authority figures, but merely had to identify
immorality or the accurate reaction_ Hence,
this task was analogous to an identification
task In the second study, we told children
stories in which pairs of fictional children
spoke to authority figures-one telling a lie
and one telling the truth-and we asked Pal~

ticipants to identifY which chalacters were
good or bad, or which chalacters would "get
in trouble"

Across the two studies, children per
formed above chance by four yealS of age,
and neal-ceiling by fiveyeals of age By five
yeals of age, a majority of children were
answering every trial correctly, thus exhibit
ing good understanding that it is wrong to tell
a lie, whether wrongfulness is defined as a
general evaluative reaction (good or bad), in
terms of consequences to the lial- (getting in
trouble), or in terms of the reaction of the
authority figure to whom the child lies (happy
or mad)_ In our university preschool saIllple
(unabused children), an understanding ofthe
wrongfulness of lying was evident even
among the three-year-olds, with a majority of

the four-year-olds answering every trial cor
rectly

We were able to compare children's
understanding of the meaning of truth and
lies wi th their under standing of the immoral- •
ity of Iying__ We found evidence in both
studies that among abused and neglected
children, the immorality of lying is under
stood better (and perhaps earlier) than the
meaning of lying This may help to explain
the youngest children's difficulty in discuss-
ing lying: they al-e unsure what itmeans to lie,
but they know that it is wrong to lie, and that
lying can get them in trouble_

Conclusion and
recommendations

By five yealS of age,
even abused and neglected
children with serious de-
lays in verbal ability have
a good understanding of
the meaning and morality
of truth-telling and lying_

This understanding is appalent, however,
only if sufficiently sensitive procedures al-e
used; specifically, if children are asked to
identifY the truth and lies as such, they ale •
most likely to appeal competent _Most of the
children we tested would not have appeal-ed
competenthad they been asked only to define,
or to explain the difference between, the truth
and lies_

Our results thus help to establish norms
for what to expect of childr-en at different
ages, and to provide guidelines for how indi
vidual children should be evaluated. A pre
sumption that five-yeal-olds are competent
to take the oath is clearly indicated by our
research_ Further, this may be an underesti
mation ofchildren's abilities, given the chal~

acteristics of our saIllple __ Indeed, our results
probably underestimate the competence of
child witnesses in dependency court, because
the children with the most severe verbal
delays would lack the communicative com
petence to serve as witnesses The majority
of children questioned in these studies were
involved in cases alleging neglect, which (in.
my experience) do not require the testimony
ofyoung childr-en _The excellentperformance
by three-yeal-olds in our'university preschool

continued on next page
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sample (above-average abilities) makes clear
that five is a fair age at which to presume that
children are capable of taking the oath.

Even more important than their use to
establish age norms, our procedures can be
used by professionals in and out of the court
room as ameans ofassessing young children's
competence to take the oath. At the very least,
professionals should avoid asking children to
define or explain the difference between the
truth and lies It is also probably unwise to ask
a child to give an example of a lie (although
we did not directly test this approach), both
because the child is forced to generate infor
mation and because the question may be
perceived as a request that the child tell a lie
If an identification question is asked, the
professional shouldbe aware that suchpluases
as "if I said" or "if you said" might trigger
motivations in the child to simply deny that a
lie was told. In our study, we asked "if some··
body said," and our four-year-olds were nev
ertheless reluctant to acknowledge lies as
such A forced choice between fictional char
acterS---Dne who lies and one who tells the
truth-·appears to be the most sensitive means
of assessing understarrding.

The oath is likely to remain an important
component of trial procedure .. As long as the
oath exists, competence evaluations will con
tinue, making it necessary for professionals
to understand the best means by which
children's competence to testify can beevalu
ated In addition to the advice offered here,
we would be happy to shar·e our testing mate
rials with interested professionals, in the hope
that children's competence can be assessed
most accurately.
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CHILD
PROTECTIVE

SERVICE
Caseworkers,

Computers,
and Risk

Assessment: A
Promising

Partnership
-David A Sheets

Just as child protective services (CPS)
professionals at long last are beginning to
accept computers as useful tools that can
support their work with clients, anew, more
challenging vision is emerging. Reinoehl
(1990) suggests that we view computers in
human services as "moving beyond being a
tool, to becomingintellectualpartners in learn
ing and thinking" (p .. 167) "Partnership" is a
term currently used to char·acterize the rela
tionship caseworkers have with families they
setve or the relationship two or more agen
cies have with one another It is not how we
commonly think of computers .. yet The
CUllent revolution in the scope and power of
computer applications creates unprecedented
opportnnities for adapting current as well as
new technologies to help CPS caseworkers
make the difficult decisions they face every
day.

To capitalize on these opportunities re
quires that we incorporate the concept of
partnership into future development of CPS
decision-support technologies such as risk

assessment instruments (RAls) A compre
hensive approach to this effort will consider:
1) the decision technology (the risk assess
ment instrument itself); 2) the decision envi
ronment (aspects of the caseworker's job);
and 3) the decision maker (the nature of
human information processing and decision
making).

Ihe decision technology
Itmight be thought that after 15 years of

collective national experience in developing,
researching, and implementing risk assess
ment models, many ofthe fundamental prob-·
lems and issues related to these models would
be resolved. Yet even now caseworkers still
struggle to establish a relationship with the
technology of risk assessment instruments as
they apply these instruments in their practice
and documentation systems Hornby and
Wells (1989) report the reaction ofoneworker
to implementation: 'The introduction of risk
assessment has produced considerable re
sentment among many staff, most notably

continued on next page
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